
Instructions for installing DLP Tactical ARC rail headset adapters on MSA Sordin / TCI Liberator /  

TEA Hi-Threat Headsets 

Tools needed: 

Torx screwdriver 

Snap-ring pliers 

Scissors 

 

1. Begin by removing the fabric headband cover from the headset. On some models, this is 

attached by Velcro and easily removed. Some models feature a sewn-on headband cover and 

this will need to be removed using a pair of scissors or hobby knife. Be careful not to cut any 

wires when doing this! 

2. With the plastic headband exposed, the metal wire arms that attach the headset to the 

headband can be popped out of the plastic headband. 

3. The left and right halves of the ear muffs should now be free of the headband and only 

connected to each other by a wire. 

4. Using slight force, pop the vinyl ear cups off each ear muff, then remove the foam cushioning 

that covers the electronics. 

5. In the right ear muff, there are four torx screws that hold the circuit board to the plastic outer 

housing. The left ear muff uses a fifth screw and a washer at the bottom. Remove these. 

 
 

 

6. The circuit board should now be free to lift up, be careful not to damage the wires that are still 

connected on the backside of the circuit board. 



7. Using a pair of scissors, carefully remove the heat shrink tubing that connects the 

communication cables to the metal headband wires. 

 
 



8. Using the snap ring pliers, remove the snap rings that hold the headset’s metal mount posts to 

the inside of the earmuffs

 
 

 

9. Remove the metal mount posts from the plastic headset body 

10. The metal headband wire can now be removed from the headset’s mounting posts. We are now 

ready to begin installing the DLP Tactical headset adapters 

11. Inspect the size of your metal headset mounting posts. Depending on your headset, the hooked 

ends DLP Tactical headset adapters may need to be adjusted. 

12. (optional). If the hooked ends of the DLP Tactical headset adapters are too loose on the headset 

mounting posts, use a pair of standard pliers to gently squeeze the hooked ends tighter. The 

optimum fit is snug enough that they will not wiggle loosely but still able to rotate around the 

posts freely. 



13. Place the DLP Tactical headset adapters on the earmuffs and reinstall the metal mounting posts. 

 
 

14. Reinstall the snap rings on the mounting posts to lock them into the headset 

15. Reinstall the circuit board using the torx screws 

16. Reinstall the foam cushioning that covers the electronics 

17. Reinstall the vinyl ear cups. You’re done!  


